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Abstract 21 

We follow the cotranslational biosynthesis of three multi-spanning E. coli inner membrane 22 

proteins in vivo using high-resolution Force Profile Analysis. The force profiles show that the 23 

nascent chain is subjected to rapidly varying pulling forces during translation, and reveal 24 

unexpected complexities in the membrane integration process. We find that an N-terminal 25 

cytoplasmic domain can fold in the ribosome exit tunnel before membrane integration starts, that 26 

charged residues and membrane-interacting segments such as re-entrant loops and surface 27 

helices flanking a transmembrane helix (TMH) can advance or delay membrane integration, and 28 

that point mutations in an upstream TMH can affect the pulling forces generated by downstream 29 

TMHs in a highly position-dependent manner, suggestive of residue-specific interactions 30 

between TMHs during the integration process. Our results support the ‘sliding’ model of 31 

translocon-mediated membrane protein integration, in which hydrophobic segments are 32 

continually exposed to the lipid bilayer during their passage through the SecYEG translocon. 33 

  34 
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Introduction 35 

Most integral membrane proteins are cotranslationally integrated into their target membrane with 36 

the help of translocons such as bacterial SecYEG and YidC, and the eukaryotic Sec61 and EMC 37 

complexes (1, 2). While the energetics of translocon-mediated integration of transmembrane α-38 

helices (TMHs) is reasonably well understood (3), the actual integration process is not, other 39 

than in general terms. We have shown that Force Profile Analysis (FPA) – a method in which a 40 

translational arrest peptide (AP) engineered into a target protein serves as a sensor to measure the 41 

force exerted on a nascent polypeptide chain during translation – can be used to follow the 42 

cotranslational folding of soluble proteins and the membrane integration of a model TMH (4-6). 43 

Here, we have applied FPA and coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations to follow the 44 

cotranslational membrane integration of three multi-spanning Escherichia coli inner membrane 45 

proteins of increasing complexity (EmrE, GlpG, BtuC), providing the first residue-by-residue 46 

data on membrane protein integration in vivo. 47 

Results 48 

Force Profile Analysis 49 

FPA takes advantage of the ability of APs to bind in the upper parts of the ribosome exit tunnel 50 

and thereby pause translation when their last codon is in the ribosomal A-site (7). The duration 51 

of an AP-induced pause is reduced in proportion to pulling forces exerted on the nascent chain 52 

(8, 9), i.e., APs can act as force sensors, and can be tuned by mutation to react to different force 53 

levels (10). In an FPA experiment, a series of constructs is made in which a force-generating 54 

sequence element (e.g., a TMH) is placed an increasing number of residues away from an AP 55 

(reflected in N, the number of residues from the start of the protein to the end of the AP), which 56 

in turn is followed by a C-terminal tail, Figure 1a. In constructs where the TMH engages in an 57 
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interaction that generates a strong enough pulling force F on the nascent chain at the point when 58 

the ribosome reaches the last codon of the AP, pausing will be prevented and mostly full-length 59 

protein will be produced during a short pulse with [
35

S]-Met, Figure 1b (middle). In contrast, in 60 

constructs where little force is exerted on the AP, pausing will be efficient and more of the 61 

arrested form of the protein will be produced, Figure 1b (left and right). The fraction full-length 62 

protein produced, fFL = IFL/(IFL+IA), where IFL and IA are the intensities of the bands representing 63 

the full-length (FL) and arrested (A) species on an SDS-PAGE gel, Figure 1c and Figure 1-figure 64 

supplement 1, can therefore be used as a proxy for F in a given construct (9, 11, 12). A plot of fFL 65 

vs. N – a force profile (FP) – thus can provide a detailed picture of the cotranslational process in 66 

question, as reflected in the variation in the force exerted on the nascent chain during translation. 67 

FPs can be recorded with up to single-residue resolution by increasing N in steps of one residue 68 

(corresponding to a lengthening of the nascent chain by ~3Å). 69 

EmrE – 4 TMHs, 110 residues 70 

We chose EmrE as an example of a small, relatively simple 4-TMH protein. EmrE is a dual-71 

topology protein, i.e., the monomers integrate into the inner membrane in a 50-50 mixture of Nin-72 

Cin and Nout-Cout topologies; two oppositely oriented monomers then assemble into an 73 

antiparallel dimer (13, 14). To avoid potential complications caused by the dual topology we 74 

used EmrE(Cout), a mutant version that adopts the Nout-Cout topology (14), and further used the 75 

relatively weak SecM(Ec) AP (5) and included an HA tag for immunoprecipitation, Figure 2a. A 76 

series of EmrE(Cout)-AP constructs (see Supplementary File 1 for sequences) was used to obtain 77 

the FP shown in Figure 2b (orange curve), at 2-5 residues resolution. Also shown is a FP derived 78 

from a coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulation (CGMD-FP, grey) (15); a hydrophobicity 79 

plot (HP) is included in Figure 2-figure supplement 1. 80 
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We have previously shown that a model TMH composed of Ala and Leu residues generates a 81 

peak in an FP recorded with the SecM(Ec) AP that reaches half-maximal amplitude (Nstart) when 82 

the N-terminal end of the TMH is ~45 residues away from the polypeptide transferase center 83 

(PTC) (5), and a recent real-time FRET study of cotranslational membrane integration found that 84 

the N-terminal end of the first TMH in a protein reaches the vicinity of the SecYEG translocon 85 

when it is 40-50 residues away from the PTC (16). For EmrE(Cout) TMH1, this would 86 

correspond to constructs with N ≈ 50. However, the fFL values are hardly above background in 87 

this region of the FP. Due to the functionally important E
14

 residue, TMH1 is only marginally 88 

hydrophobic and does not become firmly embedded in the membrane until the protein dimerizes 89 

(17).  To ascertain whether the lack of a peak in the FP corresponding to the membrane 90 

integration of TMH1 is because of its low hydrophobicity, we mutated E
14

 to L. Indeed, in the FP 91 

obtained for EmrE(Cout,E
14

L), Figure 2b (green curve), a clear peak appears at the expected chain 92 

length Nstart ≈ 50 residues. Mutation E
14

A yields an fFL value intermediate between 93 

EmrE(Cout,E
14

L) and EmrE(Cout) at N = 55, Figure 2c, while fFL for the mutants EmrE(Cout,E
14

D) 94 

and EmrE(Cout,E
14

Q) are the same as for EmrE(Cout). 95 

Peak II has Nstart ≈ 76, corresponding to a situation where the N-terminal end of TMH2 is ~45 96 

residues from the PTC, Figure 2d. The double mutation I
37

I
38

→NN in TMH2 reduces fFL at N = 97 

80 and 85 (magenta triangles), as expected. Unexpectedly, however, the E
14

L, E
14

A, and E
14

Q 98 

(but not the E
14

D) mutations in TMH1 increase fFL at N = 85, Figure 2c, showing that a 99 

negatively charged residue (D or E) in position 14 in TMH1 specifically reduces the pulling 100 

force generated by TMH2 at N = 85, i.e., when about one-half of TMH2 has integrated into the 101 

membrane. Likewise, fFL values at N = 115 and 130 (but not at N = 105, included as a negative 102 

control) are specifically affected by mutations in E
14

: at N = 115 (one-half of TMH3 integrated), 103 
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all four mutations in position 14 increase fFL relative to E
14

, while at N = 130 (beginning of 104 

TMH4 integration), the E
14

A and E
14

L mutations decrease fFL, Figure 2c. FPA thus reveals long-105 

range effects of mutations in E
14

 on three specific steps in the membrane integration of the 106 

downstream TMHs. This implies that TMH1 remains in the vicinity of the translocon and that 107 

E
14

 makes specific interactions with residues in the TMH2-TMH4 region during the membrane 108 

integration process. Further studies will be required to pin-point these interactions, and to 109 

understand the role played by the slow dynamics of TMH1 integration (17). 110 

Peak III has Nstart ≈ 102 residues, with the N-terminal end of TMH3 ~45 residues from the PTC, 111 

Figure 2d. Peak IV is difficult to locate precisely in the FP because fFL values are high 112 

throughout the TMH3-TMH4 region, but is seen at Nstart ≈ 132 residues when the strong 113 

SecM(Ec-sup1) AP (18) is used (blue curve), again with the N-terminal end of TMH4 ~45 114 

residues from the PTC, Figure 2d. As shown in Figure 2e, the TMHs cease generating a pulling 115 

force when their C-terminal ends are ~45 residues away from the PTC, indicating that they are 116 

fully integrated at this point. 117 

GlpG – 6 TMHs, 276 residues 118 

We next studied GlpG, a medium-sized monomeric 6-TMH rhomboid protease with a ~60-119 

residue cytoplasmic N-terminal domain (NTD) (19, 20), Figure 3a, a protein that allows us to 120 

follow the cotranslational folding of a soluble domain and integration of a membrane domain in 121 

the same experiment.  122 

The FP is shown in Figure 3b (orange curve). It was obtained at 5-residue resolution, except for 123 

the portion N = 168-224 which we measured with single-residue resolution. For unknown 124 

reasons, constructs with N ≈ 140-190 residues gave rise to a slowly migrating band on the gel 125 

that was difficult to interpret (Figure 1-figure supplement 1j-k); this problem did not arise when 126 
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the NTD (GlpG residues 1-60) was replaced by residues 1-58 of the LepB protein, Figure 3a, and 127 

the corresponding fFL values are shown in the FP (N = 131-224). The LepB part contains an N-128 

terminal, Nout-Cin oriented TMH (21, 22) that interacts with the signal recognition particle Ffh 129 

(23) and hence targets the LepB-GlpG constructs to the SecYEG translocon before GlpG TMH1 130 

is translated. This could in principle affect the FP; however, because the C-terminal end of the 131 

LepB part is ≥ 70 residues away from the C-terminal end of the SecM AP in these constructs, 132 

LepB is far outside the ribosome exit tunnel and therefore unlikely to exert a strong effect. 133 

Indeed, fFL values for GlpG (calculated either including or excluding the slowly migrating band 134 

in IFL) and LepB-GlpG are very similar in the peak III region (N = 166-231) of the FP, Figure 3-135 

figure supplement 1a. Nstart and Nend values for peaks II-VII are indicated in Figure 3-figure 136 

supplement 1c-d. 137 

Peak I, at Nstart ≈ 84 residues, is conspicuously close to what would be expected for the folding of 138 

the NTD from previous studies of cotranslational folding of small globular domains in the 139 

ribosome exit tunnel (6). To verify that the peak indeed represents folding of the NTD, we 140 

recorded a FP for the NTD by in vitro transcription-translation in the PURE system (24), and 141 

further made a destabilizing point mutation (F
16

E) in the core of the NTD, Figure 3c. The FP 142 

obtained in vitro (magenta) overlaps peak I in the in vivo FP, and the mutation strongly reduces 143 

fFL values for peak I both in vivo (green) and in vitro (black). Given that the NTD has a relative 144 

contact order of 15% and is predicted to fold on the msec time scale (25) while the elongation 145 

cycle on the ribosome takes ~100 msec/codon (26), the NTD has ample time to equilibrate 146 

between the unfolded and accessible folded states at each elongation step (27). We conclude that 147 

the ~60-residue NTD folds inside the ribosome exit tunnel when its C-terminal end is 25-30 148 

residues from the PTC, well before synthesis of the membrane domain has commenced. 149 
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Peaks II-VII in the FP correspond reasonably well to the CGMD-FP (grey) and HP (Figure 3-150 

figure supplement 1b). The unexpectedly low Nstart value for peak III seems to be caused by an 151 

upstream periplasmic surface helix, Figure 3f (see below). Likewise, peak VI-a likely reflects the 152 

membrane integration of a hydrophobic, membrane-associated cytoplasmic segment located just 153 

upstream of TMH5, Figure 3-figure supplement 1c. In contrast, the unexpectedly high Nstart value 154 

for peak IV indicates that integration of TMH3 commences only when its N-terminal end is ~52 155 

residues away from the PTC, possibly because of the tight spacing between TMH2 and TMH3. 156 

As peak III saturates at fFL ≈ 0.9 over a rather wide range, we sought a more detailed view by 157 

using the strong SecM(Ec-Sup1) AP (18), Figure 3b,d (blue), and the medium-strong SecM(Ec-158 

Ms) AP (28), Figure 3d (green). The SecM(Ec-Sup1) FP allows a precise determination of Nmax = 159 

200, at which point the middle of TMH2 (L
155

) is located 45 residues from the PTC, Figure 3f. 160 

The SecM(Ec-Ms) FP reveals additional detail: peak III is now seen to be composed of three 161 

subpeaks III-a, III-b, and III-c. III-a has Nstart =182, coinciding with the N-terminal end of the 162 

periplasmic surface helix reaching 45 resides away from the PTC. For III-b, Nstart ≈ 190, with the 163 

N-terminal end of TMH2 ~45 residues from the PTC. The major subpeak III-c at N ≈ 197-204, 164 

finally, corresponds well to the peak seen in the SecM(Ec-Sup1) and the CGMD FPs, and 165 

therefore represents the membrane insertion of the most hydrophobic part of TMH2. Taken 166 

together, subpeaks III-b and III-c are reminiscent of the biphasic pulling force pattern previously 167 

recorded for a model hydrophobic transmembrane segment using the medium-strong SecM(Ms) 168 

AP (5), which is closely related to the SecM(Ec-Ms) AP used here. 169 

We further recorded a SecM(Ec-Ms) FP (magenta) for the triple mutation Y
138

F
139

L
143

→NNN 170 

(Figure 3e) that renders the periplasmic surface helix less hydrophobic: the mutation strongly 171 

reduces the amplitude of peak III-a, has only a small effect on peak III-b, and both reduces the 172 
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amplitude and shifts Nstart and Nmax for peak III-c by ~4 residues, Figure 3d,f. Thus, the 173 

periplasmic surface helix engages in hydrophobic interactions already during its passage through 174 

the translocon, presumably by sliding along a partly open lateral gate (29). It also adds to the 175 

force generated by the membrane integration of TMH2, possibly by partitioning into the 176 

periplasmic leaflet of the inner membrane at approximately the same time that TMH2 enters the 177 

translocon. 178 

BtuC – 10 TMHs, 326 residues 179 

Finally, we studied BtuC, a vitamin B12 transporter with 10 TMHs, as an example of a large, 180 

multi-spanning protein with a complex fold (30). In order to improve expression, we added the 181 

N-terminal part of LepB to the BtuC constructs, Figure 4a, and used a LepB antiserum for 182 

immunoprecipitation. The Nout-Cin orientation of LepB TMH1 ensures that the Nin-Cin topology 183 

of BtuC will be maintained, and constructs that we could measure without the LepB fusion gave 184 

similar fFL values as those seen for the LepB fusions, Figure 4-figure supplement 1b.   185 

We identified 11 peaks in the FP, Figure 4b (orange), one more than could be accounted for by 186 

the 10 TMHs. Since it was not possible to provide an unequivocal match between the BtuC FP 187 

and the CGMD-FP (or HP, Figure 4-figure supplement 1a), we did two sets of controls. First, we 188 

chose constructs at or near peaks in the FP and CGMD-FP and mutated multiple hydrophobic 189 

residues (Leu, Ile, Val, Met) located 40-50 residues from the PTC to less hydrophobic Ala 190 

residues (Figure 4-figure supplement 2). The mutations caused significant drops in fFL, (p<0.01, 191 

two-sided t-test), except for construct N = 191 that is mutated at the extreme N-terminus of 192 

TMH5. The mutation data allowed us to identify the membrane integration of TMHs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 193 

7, 8, 9, and 10 with peaks I, II, III, IV, V, VIII, IX, X, and XI, respectively; the overlapping 194 

peaks VIII and IX appear to represent the concerted integration of the closely spaced TMH7 and 195 
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TMH8. However, peak II (corresponding to TMH2) is shifted to unexpectedly high, and peaks V 196 

(corresponding to TMH5), X (corresponding to TMH9), and XI (corresponding to TMH10) to 197 

unexpectedly low, Nstart values, Figure 4c. To confirm these assignments, we obtained FPs for 198 

the isolated TMH2 (dashed green), TMH8 (dashed light blue), and TMH10 (dashed pink) 199 

sequences, Figure 4b, by introducing them into the periplasmic domain of LepB such that they 200 

maintained their natural Nout-Cin orientation, Figure 4d; the FPs for the individual TMHs overlap 201 

the corresponding peaks II, IX, and XI in the full FP. Likewise, an FP obtained for a construct 202 

lacking TMH1-TMH4 overlaps the full FP, except that peak V is shifted to a higher Nstart value, 203 

Figure 4-figure supplement 3, more in line with the peak seen in the CGMD-FP. The low Nstart 204 

value for the Nin-Cout oriented TMH5 in full-length BtuC may result from an early interaction 205 

between a positively charged patch (RFARRHLSTSR) just upstream of TMH5 and negatively 206 

charged lipid headgroups (note that only two of the four Arg residues are present in the TMH1-207 

TMH4 construct, Figure 4-figure supplement 3), while the low Nstart values for peaks X and XI 208 

are likely caused by the short upstream hydrophobic segments LCGL and LAAALEL (Figure 209 

4c,f), similar to peak III in GlpG. 210 

Remarkably, the N-terminal end of the isolated TMH2 is ~45 residues away from the PTC at 211 

Nstart, suggesting that upstream sequence elements present in full-length BtuC delay the 212 

integration of TMH2 by ~10 residues (compare II* and II in Figure 4c). The most conspicuous 213 

feature in the upstream region of TMH2 is the presence of 3 positively charged Arg residues, an 214 

uncommon occurrence in a periplasmic loop (31). Indeed, when these residues are replaced by 215 

uncharged Gln residues in LepB-BtuC, peak II (dashed black in Figure 4b,e) becomes almost 216 

identical to the FP for the isolated TMH2; a similar behavior is seen when the CGMD-FP 217 

simulation is run without an electrical membrane potential, Figure 4e. Upstream positively 218 
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charged residues thus delay the membrane integration of the Nout-oriented TMH2, possibly 219 

because of the energetic cost of translocating them against the membrane potential (4), or 220 

because they are temporarily retained in the negatively charged exit tunnel (16).  221 

Neither peak VI nor VII seem to represent the integration of TMH6, but instead flank the 222 

location expected from the CGMD-FP and HP and apparently correspond, respectively, to the 223 

membrane insertion of a short periplasmic re-entrant helix and of a short cytoplasmic surface 224 

helix, Figure 4c,h. Mutation of three hydrophobic residues to Ala in the latter significantly 225 

reduces the amplitude of peak VII (Figure 4-figure supplement 2, construct N = 259). Further, 226 

the FP for the isolated TMH6, Figure 4b,g (dashed dark blue) peaks in the location expected 227 

from the CGMD-FP, between peaks VI and VII, and the FP for the isolated TMH5-6 part that 228 

includes the re-entrant helix but lacks the downstream surface helix is intermediate between the 229 

LepB-BtuC and the TMH6 FPs, Figure 4g (dashed green). Thus, the membrane interactions of 230 

the periplasmic re-entrant helix and the cytoplasmic surface helix exert a strong effect on the 231 

membrane integration of the intervening TMH6. 232 

Discussion 233 

The detailed view of the cotranslational integration of three multi-spanning membrane proteins 234 

provided here shows that translocating nascent chains experience a distinct transition to a more 235 

hydrophobic environment at a distance of ~45 residues from the PTC, generating an oscillating 236 

force on the nascent chain that is ultimately transmitted to the PTC and varies in step with the 237 

appearance of each TMH in the vicinity of the SecYEG translocon channel. It seems likely that 238 

such oscillations can have multiple effects on the translation of membrane proteins, as recently 239 

demonstrated for ribosomal frameshifting (32), and may affect protein quality control (33). 240 
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Notably, TMHs also stop generating a force on the nascent chain when their C-terminal end 241 

reaches ~45 residues from the PTC, irrespective of whether their orientation is Nout-Cin or Nin-242 

Cout. This is in agreement with the ’sliding’ model of TMH integration (29), which posits that 243 

Nout-Cin TMHs have continuous lipid contact as they slide across the membrane along the open 244 

lateral gate in the SecYEG translocon, while Nin-Cout TMHs first partition into the cytoplasmic 245 

interface region of the membrane as they exit the ribosome (and therefore generate less pulling 246 

force than Nout-Cin TMHs (34)) and only insert across the membrane as their polar C-terminal 247 

flanking region translocates through the central translocon channel. In both cases, the TMHs are 248 

embedded in the membrane (albeit in perpendicular orientations) when their C-terminal end is 249 

~45 residues from the PTC. In the sliding model, the translocon channel serves as a conduit for 250 

polar nascent chain segments while hydrophobic segments are always in contact with 251 

surrounding lipid, similar to what has been proposed for the YidC/Oxa1 translocon family (35). 252 

The lateral gate region in the SecYEG translocon thus in a certain sense mimics the water-bilayer 253 

interface environment (36). 254 

We also find that the cytoplasmic N-terminal domain in GlpG folds already in the ribosome exit 255 

tunnel, before the first TMH has been synthesized. Further, the force profiles for EmrE, GlpG, 256 

and BtuC to a first approximation match those predicted by CGMD calculations, but uncover a 257 

much richer picture of the membrane integration process where charged residues and membrane-258 

interacting segments such as re-entrant loops and surface helices flanking a TMH show 259 

prominent interactions with the translocon and surrounding lipid. Finally, point mutations in 260 

EmrE TMH1 affect the pulling force generated by downstream TMHs in a highly position-261 

dependent manner, suggestive of residue-specific interactions between TMHs during the 262 

membrane-integration process. Complementing in vitro unfolding/folding studies (37, 38), real-263 
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time FRET analyses (16), chemical crosslinking (35),  structure determination (39),  and 264 

computational modeling (40), high-resolution in vivo FPA can thus help identify the molecular 265 

interactions underlying cotranslational membrane protein biogenesis with up to single-residue 266 

precision. 267 
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Materials and methods 283 

Key Resources Table 

Reagent type 

(species) or 

resource 

Designation Source or 

reference 

Identifiers Additional 

information 

Strain, strain 

background 

(Escherichia coli) 

BL21(DE3) Sigma-Aldrich CMC0016 Electrocompete

nt cells 

Strain, strain 

background 

(Escherichia coli) 

MC1061 J Biol Chem. 

261:13844-9. 

PMID: 3531212 

NA Electrocompete

nt cells 

Other Protein G-

Agarose 

Roche 11243233001 Resin used for 

immunoprecipit

ation 

Antibody Anti-HA.11 

Epitope Tag 

Antibody 

(mouse 

monoclonal) 

IgG 

BioLegend Cat# 901533 

 

Used for 

immunoprecipit

ation (1l of    

1 mg/mL, 

diluted 1:820)  

  

Antibody LepB antibody 

(rabbit 

polyclonal) 

IgG 

Generated in-

house 

NA Used for 

immunoprecipit

ation (dilution 

1:820) 

Recombinant DNA 

reagent 

pET Duet-1 

(plasmid) 

Novagen  Cat # 71146 Expression 

plasmid 

Recombinant DNA 

reagent 

pING1 

(plasmid) 

Gene 34:137-45. 

PMID: 4007491. 

NA Expression 

plasmid 
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Commercial assay, 

kit 
GeneJET 

Plasmid  

miniprep kit 

Thermo Fisher  

Scientific  

RRID:SCR_008

452 

Cat no. 0502 
Used to purify 

plasmids 

Commercial assay, 

kit 
GeneJET PCR 

Purification Kit  

 

Thermo Fisher  

Scientific  
Cat no. K0701 

Used to purify 

linear 

fragments for in 

vitro expression 

Commercial assay, 

kit PURExpress 
New England 

Biolabs 
Cat no. E6800L Used for in 

vitro expression 

Chemical 

compound, drug 
35

S Methionine Perkin-Elmer 

Cat no.  

NEG009T001M

C 

35
S Methionine 

is  

incorporated 

into the  

protein during 

in vitro and in 

vivo  

translation and 

aids  

detection by  

phosphorimagi

ng. 

Software, 

algorithm 

EasyQuant 

Developed in-

house 

Nat Struct Mol 

Biol. 19:1018-

22. PMID: 

23001004; 

 

 

Used to 

quantify 

relative  

fraction full-

length of  

translated 

protein from  

SDS-PAGE 

 284 

Enzymes and chemicals 285 

All enzymes used in this study were purchased from Thermo Scientific and New England 286 

Biolabs. Oligonucleotides were from Eurofins Genomics. DNA isolation/purification kits and 287 

precast polyacrylamide gels were from Thermo Scientific. L-[
35

S]-methionine was obtained from 288 

https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_008452
https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_008452
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PerkinElmer. Mouse monoclonal antibody against the HA antigen was purchased from 289 

BioLegend. Protein‐G agarose beads were manufactured by Roche. All other reagents were from 290 

Sigma-Aldrich. 291 

Cloning and Mutagenesis 292 

EmrE: The previously described Nout-Cout oriented EmrE(Cout) version carrying mutations T
28

R, 293 

L
85

R and R
106

A was engineered in a pETDuet-1 vector (14). A series of constructs was designed 294 

by inserting nucleotides downstream of EmrE(Cout) coding for a variable LepB-derived linker 295 

sequence (between 4 and 34 residues), the 9-residue long HA tag, the 17-residue long E. coli 296 

SecM AP, and a 23-residue long C-terminal tail. The following APs with stalling strenghts were 297 

used: SecM(Ec) (FSTPVWISQAQGIRAGP), SecM(Ec-Ms) (FSTPVWISQHAPIRGSP, 298 

mutations underlined), and SecM(Ec-Sup1) (FSTPVWISQAPPIRAGP, mutations underlined). 299 

The LepB-derived linker as well as EmrE(Cout) were truncated 2-5 residues at a time from the C-300 

terminus of the respective sequence. Site-specific DNA mutagenesis was carried out to introduce 301 

point mutations E
14

L, E
14

A, E
14

D, and E
14

Q in EmrE(Cout). All cloning and mutagenesis products 302 

were confirmed by DNA sequencing. Different EmrE sequences used in this study are 303 

summarized in Supplementary File 1. 304 

GlpG: The gene encoding for GlpG was amplified from the genome of E. coli K-12 MG1655 305 

strain by PCR and assembled together with other sequence elements into the pING1 plasmid (41, 306 

42) by Gibson assembly®. For the longest truncates, a LepB-derived unstructured linker was 307 

introduced downstream of the GlpG sequence, followed by an HA tag, a 17-residue long E. coli 308 

SecM AP and a 23-residue long C-terminal tail derived from LepB. Partially overlapping primers 309 

were used in around-the horn PCR (43) to create deletion variants truncating upstream of the 310 

HA-tag. All the sequences of GlpG deletion variants used in this study are summarized in 311 
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Supplementary File 1. For LepB-GlpG constructs, 60 N-terminal residues corresponding to the 312 

soluble domain were truncated from GlpG and substituted by LepB N-terminal segment 313 

comprising TMH1 and a long cytoplasmic loop (1-174 res of LepB). Three different stalling 314 

sequences of increasing strength were used: SecM(Ec) (FSTPVWISQAQGIRAGP), SecM(Ec-315 

Ms) (FSTPVWISQHAPIRGSP, mutations underlined), and SecM(Ec-Sup1) 316 

(FSTPVWISQAPPIRAGP, mutations underlined). Mutations in SecM(Ec) AP and GlpG folding 317 

variants NTD(F
16

E), GlpG(Y
138

F
139

L
143

→NNN) were engineered using partially overlapping 318 

primers in around-the-horn PCR. All cloning and mutagenesis products were confirmed by DNA 319 

sequencing. 320 

For in vitro transcription/translation of the soluble NTD domain, constructs of variable length 321 

were fused to the SecM(Ec) AP and cloned into the pET19b vector. Folding variant NTD(F
16

E) 322 

was engineered using partially overlapping primers in around-the-horn PCR.  pET19b plasmids 323 

containing different GlpG variants were used as template to create linear DNA fragments 324 

amplified by PCR for each construct using forward and reverse primers that anneal to the T7 325 

promoter and terminator regions, respectively. 326 

BtuC: The previously described pING1 plasmid harboring a truncated LepB sequence with an 327 

inserted hydrophobic test segment (6L/13A) followed by a variable LepB-derived linker 328 

(between 9 and 43 residues), the 17-residue long E. coli SecM AP, and a C-terminal tail 329 

comprised of 23 or 75 residues derived from LepB was used to generate all BtuC constructs (5). 330 

All BtuC sequences used in this study are summarized in Supplementary File 1.The gene 331 

encoding BtuC was amplified from the genome of the E. coli K-12 MG1655 strain by PCR and 332 

then engineered to replace 6L/13A using Gibson assembly
®
 (44). In order to maintain the correct 333 

topology of BtuC, the sequence coding for TMH2 of LepB (between residues P
58

 and P
114

) was 334 
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removed by deletion-PCR resulting in a 177-residue long sequence upstream of BtuC. A gene 335 

sequence encoding 52 residues (part of LepB P2 domain) was introduced downstream of the 336 

SecM AP for constructs with N≥298, resulting in an extension of the C-terminal tail from 23 to 337 

75 residues in order to improve protein separation during SDS-PAGE. The LepB-derived linker 338 

as well as BtuC were truncated 4 residues at a time from the C terminus of the respective 339 

sequence.  Site-specific DNA mutagenesis was carried out to replace 3 or 6 hydrophobic residues 340 

with Ala residues in TMHs of BtuC and to replace 3 Arg residues with Gln residues in the 341 

periplasmic loop connecting TMH1 and TMH2 (R
47

R
56

R
59

→QQQ). Gene sequences of single 342 

TMH and 2-TMH constructs were cloned with the variable linker sequence derived from LepB, 343 

the single TMH constructs were placed in the background containing gene sequences of both 344 

LepB TMHs in order to maintain the correct topology. Furthermore, BtuCΔLepB constructs 345 

lacking the N-terminal LepB fusion were obtained by deletion of the entire LepB sequence 346 

upstream of BtuC, and the 9-residue long LepB-derived linker was replaced with an HA tag for 347 

immunoprecipitation. All cloning and mutagenesis products were confirmed by DNA 348 

sequencing. 349 

In vivo pulse-labeling analysis 350 

Competent E. coli MC1061 (45) or BL21 (DE3) cells were transformed with the respective 351 

pING1 (BtuC, GlpG) or pET Duet-1 (EmrE) plasmid, respectively and grown overnight at 37°C 352 

in M9 minimal medium supplemented with 19 amino acids (1 μg/ml, no Met), 100 g/ml 353 

thiamine, 0.4% (w/v) fructose, 100 mg/ml ampicillin, 2 mM MgSO4, and 0.1mM CaCl2. Cells 354 

were diluted into fresh M9 medium to an OD600 of 0.1 and grown until an OD600 of 0.3 - 0.5. 355 

Expression from pING1 was induced with 0.2% (w/v) arabinose and continued for 5 min at 356 

37°C. Expression from pET Duet-1 was induced with 1 mM IPTG and continued for 10 min at 357 
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37°C. Proteins were then radiolabeled with [
35

S]-methionine for 2 min (1 min for BtuC 358 

constructs lacking the N-terminal LepB fusion) at 37°C before the reaction was stopped by 359 

adding ice-cold trichloroacetic acid (TCA) to a final concentration of 10%. Samples were put on 360 

ice for 30 min and precipitates were spun down for 10 min at 20,000 g at 4°C in a tabletop 361 

centrifuge (Eppendorf). After one wash with ice-cold acetone, centrifugation was repeated and 362 

pellets were subsequently solubilized in Tris-SDS buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5, 2% (w/v) SDS) 363 

for 5 min while shaking at 1,400 rpm at 37°C. Samples were centrifuged for 5 min at 20,000 g to 364 

remove insoluble material. The supernatant was then added to a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-365 

HCl pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA-KOH, 2% (v/v) triton X-100, and supplemented 366 

with Pansorbin
®

 (BtuC constructs) or Gammabind G Sepharose
®

 (all GlpG and EmrE constructs, 367 

and BtuC constructs lacking the N-terminal LepB fusion). After 15 min incubation on ice, non-368 

specifically bound proteins were removed by centrifugation at 20,000xg (when Pansorbin
® 

was 369 

used) or 7,000xg (when Gammabind G Sepharose
®

 was used). The supernatant was used for 370 

immunoprecipitation of BtuC constructs using Pansorbin® and LepB antisera (rabbit), or 371 

immunoprecipitation of GlpG/EmrE constructs using Gammabind G Sepharose
®

 and Anti-372 

HA.11 Epitope Tag Antibody (mouse). The incubation was carried out at 4°C whilst rolling. 373 

After centrifugation for 1 min, immunoprecipitates were washed with 10 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5, 374 

150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, and 0.2% (v/v) triton X-100 and subsequently with 10 mM Tris-Cl 375 

pH 7.5. Samples were spun down again and pellets were solubilized in SDS sample buffer (67 376 

mM Tris, 33% (w/v) SDS, 0.012% (w/v) bromophenol blue, 10 mM EDTA-KOH pH 8.0, 6.75% 377 

(v/v) glycerol, 100 mM DTT) for 10 min while shaking at 1,400 rpm. Solubilized proteins were 378 

incubated with 0.25 mg/ml RNase for 30 min at 37°C and subsequently separated by SDS-379 

PAGE.  Gels were fixed in 30% (v/v) methanol and 10% (v/v) acetic acid and dried by using a 380 
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Bio-Rad gel dryer model 583. Radiolabeled proteins were detected by exposing dried gels to 381 

phosphorimaging plates, which were scanned in a Fuji FLA-3000 scanner. Band intensity 382 

profiles were obtained using the FIJI (ImageJ) software and quantified with our in-house 383 

software EasyQuant. Ac and/or FLc controls were included in the SDS-PAGE analysis for 384 

constructs where the identities of the A and FL bands were not immediately obvious on the gel. 385 

Data was generally collected from three independent biological replicates for EmrE and BtuC, 386 

and for two or three replicates for GlpG, and averages and standard errors of the mean (SEM) 387 

were calculated (see Source Data). Note that for two replicates, plotting the average ± SEM is 388 

equivalent to plotting the average ± error bars representing the two experimental measurements.  389 

In vitro transcription/translation of GlpG NTD 390 

In vitro transcription/translation was performed using the commercially available PURExpress 391 

system (New England Biolabs). Reactions were mixed according to the manufacturer’s 392 

recommendations by the addition of 2.2 l of linear DNA of each construct giving a final volume 393 

of 10 l. Polypeptide synthesis was carried out in the presence of [
35

S]-methionine at 37°C for 15 394 

min under 700 rpm shaking. Translation was stopped by the addition of trichloroacetic acid 395 

(TCA) to a final concentration of 5% and incubated on ice for at least 30 min. Total protein was 396 

sedimented by centrifugation at 20,000 g for 10 min at 4°C in a tabletop centrifuge (Eppendorf). 397 

The pellet was resuspended in 2x SDS/PAGE sample buffer, supplemented with RNaseA (400 398 

μg/ml) to digest the stalled peptidyl-tRNA, and incubated at 37°C for 15 min under 1,000 rpm 399 

agitation. The samples were resolved on 12% Bis-Tris gels (Thermo Scientific) in MOPS buffer. 400 

Gels were dried (Hoefer GD 2000), exposed to a phosphorimager screen for 24 h and scanned 401 

using the Fujifilm FLA-9000 phosphorimager for visualization of radioactively labeled protein 402 

species.  403 
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Molecular dynamics simulations 404 

Computer simulations of cotranslational membrane integration were carried out using a 405 

previously developed and validated coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CGMD) model in 406 

which nascent proteins are mapped on to CG beads representing three amino acids (11, 46). The 407 

nascent protein interacts with the Sec translocon and the ribosome via pairwise interactions that 408 

depend on the hydrophobicity and charge of the beads of the nascent protein. The interaction 409 

parameters are unchanged from previous work (46). The lateral gate of the translocon switches 410 

between the open and closed conformations with probability dependent on the difference in free 411 

energy between the two conformations. The structures of the ribosome and translocon are based 412 

on cryo-EM structures and, aside from the lateral gate of the translocon, are fixed in place during 413 

the simulations. The lipid bilayer and cytosol are modelled implicitly. The positions of the 414 

nascent protein beads are evolved using overdamped Langevin dynamics with a timestep of 300 415 

ns and a diffusion coefficient of 253 nm
2
/s. Membrane potentials are included by adding an 416 

electrostatic energy term to the simulations, as previously described (11). 417 

To simulate protein translation, new amino acids are added to the nascent chain at a rate of 5 418 

amino acids per second. Simulations of EmrE, GlpG, and BtuC begin with 12 amino acids 419 

translated. Translation continues until the nascent protein reaches the desired length, at which 420 

point translation is halted and forces on the C-terminus of the nascent chain are measured every 3 421 

ms for 6 seconds. This methodology has been found to accurately reproduce experimental force 422 

profiles (11). Forces are measured starting at a nascent protein length of 18 amino acids for 423 

EmrE and BtuC, and 70 for GlpG. The computational force profile (CGMD-FP) is then obtained 424 

by measuring the forces at lengths incremented by four amino acids. Simulations at different 425 

lengths are performed independently and repeated 100 times. Because the ribosomal exit tunnel 426 
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is truncated in the CGMD model, a shift in the protein index is required to compare simulated 427 

and experimental results. Shifts of -12, -5, and -5 residues are used for EmrE, GlpG and BtuC 428 

CGMD-FPs, respectively. The shifts are estimated by aligning the computational and 429 

experimental force profiles and are in line with what is expected given the length of the truncated 430 

exit tunnel. Variation in the shift may reflect different degrees of compaction of the nascent 431 

chain. Although previous work provides a framework to estimate the experimentally observed 432 

fraction full-length from simulated forces given a specific arrest peptide (11, 47), forces are 433 

reported directly to facilitate comparison between experiments performed with different arrest 434 

peptides. 435 

Protein contact order calculation 436 

The relative contact order for the GlpG NTD was calculated using the Contact Order server at 437 

https://depts.washington.edu/bakerpg/contact_order/contact_order.cgi. 438 

 439 
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Figure legends 559 

Figure 1. The force profile assay. (a) Basic construct. Arrested (A) and full-length (FL) products 560 

are indicated. (b) At construct length N1, TMH2 has not yet entered the SecYEG channel and no 561 

pulling force F is generated. At N2, TMH2 is integrating into the membrane and F ≫0. At N3, 562 

TMH2 is already integrated and F ≈ 0. (c) SDS-PAGE gels showing A and FL products for [
35

S]-563 

Met labelled and immunoprecipitated EmrE(Cout)(N = 105), GlpG(N = 196), and BtuC(N = 314). 564 

Control constructs AC and FLc have, respectively, a stop codon and an inactivating Ala codon 565 

replacing the last Pro codon in the AP. The band just below the A band in the EmrE(Cout)(N = 566 

105) lane most likely represents ribosomes stacked behind the AP-stalled ribosomes (48) and is 567 

not included in the calculation of fFL. See Figure 1-figure supplement 1for additional gels. 568 

Figure 2. EmrE(Cout). (a) Construct design. EmrE(Cout) is shortened from the C-terminal end of 569 

the LepB-derived linker (dotted), as indicated by the arrow. Cytoplasmic (red) and periplasmic 570 

(blue) loops, and lengths of full-length EmrE(Cout), LepB-derived linker, HA tag+AP, and C-571 

terminal tail are indicated. Since the 30-residue HA+AP segment is constant in all constructs, the 572 

FP reflects nascent chain interactions occurring mainly outside the ribosome exit tunnel. (b) FPs 573 

for EmrE(Cout) (orange), EmrE(Cout,E
14

L) (green), EmrE(Cout) with SecM(Ec-sup1) AP (blue), 574 

EmrE(Cout, I
37

I
38

→NN) (magenta triangles), and CGMD-FP calculated with a -100 mV 575 

membrane potential (grey). (c) Effects of mutations in E
14

 on fFL values for the N values 576 

indicated by arrows in panel b. p values (2-sided t-test): p < 0.05, *; p < 0.01, **; p < 0.001, ***.  577 

(d-e) Sequences corresponding to peaks I-IV aligned from their Nstart (d) and Nend (e) values. The 578 

+ sign indicates 45 residues from the PTC. Hydrophobic TMH segments shown in orange and 579 

transmembrane α-helices underlined (PDB 3B5D). Error bars in panels b and c indicate SEM 580 

values. 581 
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Figure 3. GplG. (a) Construct design, c.f., Figure 2a. The N-terminal LepB fusion is indicated. 582 

(b) FPs for GlpG and LepB-GlpG (N = 131-224) (orange), NTD(F
16

E) (green), in-vitro translated 583 

NTD (magenta) and NTD(F
16

E) (black), LepB-GlpG with SecM(Ec-Sup1) AP (blue), and 584 

CGMD-FP calculated with a -100 mV membrane potential (grey). Error bars indicate SEM 585 

values. Note that the LepB-GlpG constructs are two residues shorter than the corresponding 586 

GlpG constructs but are plotted with the same N values as the latter to facilitate comparison. (c) 587 

NTD (PDB ID: 2LEP), with F
16

 in spacefill. (d) Enlarged FPs for LepB-GlpG with SecM(Ec) 588 

AP (orange), SecM(Ec-Ms) AP (green), SecM(Ec-sup1) AP (blue), and 589 

GlpG(Y
138

F
139

L
143

→NNN) with  SecM(Ec-Ms)  AP (magenta). CGMD-FP in grey. (e) Structure 590 

of GlpG with the periplasmic surface helix in blue, TMH2 in red, the membrane-associated 591 

cytoplasmic segment in cyan, and TMH5 in yellow. Y
138

F
139

L
143

 and G
222

I
223

Y
224

L
225

 are shown 592 

as sticks. (f) LepB-GlpG peak III-a and III-c sequences aligned, respectively, from their Nstart and 593 

Nmax values, and the mutant LepB-GlpG(Y
138

F
139

L
143

→NNN) peak III-c sequence aligned from 594 

its Nmax value. Hydrophobic TMH segments shown in orange and transmembrane α-helices (PDB 595 

2IC8) underlined.  The periplasmic surface helix is italicized. 596 

Figure 4. BtuC. (a) Construct design, c.f., Figure 2a. The N-terminal LepB fusion is indicated. N 597 

values are calculated from the N-terminus of BtuC. For constructs with N ≥ 298, the C-terminal 598 

tail is 75 residues long. Circles indicate constructs for which mutations were made in the 599 

corresponding TMH, see Figure 4-figure supplement 2. (b) FPs for BtuC (orange), BtuC-TMH2 600 

(green), BtuC(R
47

R
56

R
59

→QQQ) (black), BtuC-TMH6 (dark blue), BtuC-TMH8 (blue), BtuC-601 

TMH10 (pink), and CGMD-FP calculated with a -100 mV membrane potential (grey). Error bars 602 

indicate SEM values. Note that the BtuC-TMH2, BtuC-TMH6, BtuC-TMH8, and BtuC-TMH10 603 

constructs are plotted with the same N values as the corresponding BtuC constructs to facilitate 604 
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comparison (i.e., the number of residues between the TMH in question and the last residue of the 605 

AP is the same in both types of constructs, see Supplementary File 1). (c) Sequences 606 

corresponding to peaks I-XI aligned from their Nstart values. Hydrophobic TMH segments shown 607 

in orange and membrane-embedded α-helices according to the OPM database (49) underlined. 608 

Re-entrant loops and surface helices discussed in the text are italicized. (d) Construct design for 609 

obtaining FPs of isolated Nout oriented BtuC TMHs. Dashed segments are derived from LepB. 610 

(e) Enlarged FPs for BtuC (orange) and (R
47

R
56

R
59

→QQQ) (black), together with CGMD-FPs 611 

calculated with (grey) and without (dashed grey) a -100 mV potential. (f) BtuC TMH9-TMH10, 612 

with hydrophobic flanking residues in stick representation (PDB ID: 2QI9). (g) Enlarged FPs for 613 

BtuC (orange), isolated TMH6 (residues 187-206; blue), and isolated TMH5-6 (residues 138-614 

206; green). In the latter construct, LepB TMH2 was not included in order to maintain the correct 615 

membrane topology of the BtuC TMH5-TMH6 part. The CGMD-FP is in grey. (h) Structure of 616 

TMH6 including the upstream periplasmic re-entrant helix and the downstream cytoplasmic 617 

surface helix, with hydrophobic flanking residues in stick representation. 618 

Figure 1-figure supplement 1. Gel gallery with selected EmrE (panels a-e), GlpG (panels f-l), 619 

and BtuC (panels m-r) constructs. Full-length (FL) and arrested (A) products are indicated by 620 

black and white circles, respectively. Repeat experiments are indicated by single and double lines 621 

above the lanes for EmrE (a-e), by short lines beneath the lanes for GlpG (f-i), and are on 622 

neighboring gels for BtuC. For BtuC, some full-length (FLc) and arrest (Ac) controls are included 623 

(c.f., Figure 1c); these are for the construct immediately to the right of the control construct 624 

lanes. GlpG (j-k) show GlpG constructs (indicated by -) and the corresponding LepB-GlpG 625 

constructs (indicated by +) for N = 136-196. For N = 141-186, GlpG constructs have the 626 

expected full-length band (lower grey circles) that runs slightly faster than the corresponding 627 
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LepB-GlpG construct (black circles), plus an extra band of unknown provenance that runs more 628 

slowly than the full-length LepB-GlpG construct (upper grey circles). The GlpG fFL values 629 

shown in Figure 3-figure supplement 1a were calculated by assigning only the lower (dashed 630 

magenta curve), or both (dashed green curve), of the bands indicated by grey circles as full-631 

length product. Panel l shows a repeat experiment for the LepB-GlpG constructs included in 632 

panels j-k. 633 

Figure 2-figure supplement 1. EmrE(Cout). As in Figure 2b, but with a HP (G) calculated by 634 

TOPCONS (3, 50) (grey). Since the HP represents the membrane-integration energy and the FP 635 

the force generated during integration, the two profiles have been aligned such that peaks in the 636 

FP approximately align with maxima in the derivative of the HP. 637 

Figure 3-figure supplement 1. GlpG. (a) f
FL

 values for peak III obtained for LepB-GlpG fusion 638 

constructs (orange) and GlpG constructs calculated either including (dashed green) or excluding 639 

(dashed magenta) the slowly migrating band indicated in Figure 1-figure supplement 1j-k in IFL. 640 

The two latter are from single measurements. (b) As in Figure 3b, but with a HP (G) calculated 641 

by TOPCONS (3, 50) (grey). (c) Sequences corresponding to peaks II-VII aligned based on the 642 

N
start

 values. The periplasmic surface helix upstream of TMH2 and the hydrophobic patch 643 

upstream of TMH5 are in italics. Hydrophobic TMH segments shown in orange and membrane-644 

embedded α-helices underlined.  (d) Sequences corresponding to peaks II-VII aligned based on 645 

the N
end

 values. Hydrophobic TMH segments shown in orange and membrane-embedded α-646 

helices underlined. 647 

Figure 4-figure supplement 1. BtuC. (a) As in Figure 4b, but with a HP (G) calculated by 648 

TOPCONS (3, 50) (grey). (b) Close-up view of the BtuC FP (N = 30-150; orange), and the 649 
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corresponding FP obtained with BtuC constructs lacking the N-terminal LepB fusion (green). 650 

For the latter, an HA tag was included just upstream of the AP, and cells were radiolabelled with 651 

[
35

S]-Met for 1 min. before TCA precipitation. 652 

Figure 4-figure supplement 2. Mutations in constructs representing peaks in the BtuC FP. (a) 653 

Sequences of the 67 residues leading up to the end of the AP for constructs with the indicated N-654 

values. The constructs are identified by black circles on the BtuC FP in Figure 4b. For each 655 

construct, the residues indicated in bold green were simultaneously mutated to Ala. The shaded 656 

area encompasses residues located 40-50 residues away from the C-terminal end of the AP in the 657 

respective constructs. Hydrophobic TMH segments are shown in orange and membrane-658 

embedded α-helices are underlined.  (b) fFL values for the unmutated constructs (orange) and the 659 

Ala-replacement mutants (blue). Error bars indicate SEM values, and stars indicate p-values 660 

calculated using a two-sided t-test (p < 0.05, *; p < 0.01, **; p < 0.001, ***). 661 

Figure 4-figure supplement 3. BtuC. As in Figure 4b, with the FP for construct BtuC(TMH1-662 

TMH4) in green. 663 

Supplementary File 1. Amino acid sequences of EmrE(Cout), GlpG, and BtuC constructs. 664 
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